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Introduction

Current satellite
market dynamics

The media landscape is more dynamic than ever, with new ways to deliver live

video, and high consumer and broadcaster expectations. Major broadcasters

are proactively making the transition to IP, not only for the cost savings and

operational efficiency enhancements, but also for the value-rich content

opportunities on the horizon.

Additionally, as a result of the accelerated spectrum-clearing agreement

between satellite operators and the FCC, C-band satellite systems that have

traditionally been available to the broadcast and cable industry for decades are

now facing a 60% reduction in spectrum (occupying 300MHz of the 3.7GHz –

4.2GHz mid-band spectrum.) Navigating this environment is a challenge for full-

time channels and channel distributors.

However, in a world of new challenges and complexities come new possibilities.

As we’ll explore in this paper, there’s a viable, scalable, and flexible path toward a

seamless transition to IP broadcast technology.

A substantial percentage of the C-band satellite spectrum in the US will be

reallocated for next-generation 5G mobile networks. TV Technology reports that:

“Under the new timeline, the operators must clear 120 MHz of spectrum in 46

Partial Economic Areas by Dec. 5, 2021. The second phase will require them to

clear the lower 120 MHz in the remaining PEAs, plus an additional 180 MHz

nationwide, by Dec. 5, 2023. If these deadlines are met, the operators will be

eligible to receive $9.7 billion in accelerated relocation payments plus reasonable

relocation costs, which will be paid for by the new flexible use licensees.”

This new dynamic marks a tremendous market shift. While it’s a pivotal moment in

the proliferation of higher speed mobile broadband with 5G, it substantially

reduces the available supply of C-band for broadcasters, which can potentially

impact the quality of service (QoS) the satellite operators can provide.
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As this accelerated clearing becomes a reality, the risk to the broadcasters and

cable networks that rely on C-band satellite for the distribution of their content,

becomes apparent. There’s a clear need to replace satellite distribution with a

new mechanism that fits today’s demands for regionalized, broadcast-quality

content delivered to multiple destinations.

Figure 1. Declining C-band revenues are impacting satellite

operators, including those in the broadcast industry.

Moving toward
new opportunities

As live video workflow solutions continue to evolve with the changing media

environment, IP-based workflows present an opportunity to provide the flexibility,

scalability, and resilience that’s required by channel owners and distributors.

Increased broadband and wireless internet availability, combined with an

increasing variety of connected consumer devices, creates the need to reach new

types of viewers beyond delivering one version of content to a mass audience. In

this new environment, content providers must tailor and deliver video feeds over

multiple platforms — not just traditional broadcast, cable, and direct-to-home

satellite channels. They must also monetize the content through advertising

tailored to diverse regions and consumers.
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According to Devoncroft’s “2019 Big Broadcast Survey Global Trend Index,” in a

survey of 6,000+ media professionals in 100+ countries, the top priority trend

for broadcast businesses is IP networking and content delivery.

As new broadcast applications and standards are introduced, IP-based video

transport enables broadcasters to simultaneously deliver linear content in

legacy formats while experimenting with new formats like ATSC 3.0.

As the full-time distribution landscape shifts away from satellite and fiber, and

toward IP, accurately identifying the scope of requirements for a successful

transition early in the process is crucial. For modern media companies, the

optimal IP solution must provide the full capabilities of satellite — including its

high reliability and availability — while delivering the enhanced capabilities that

Figure 2. Devoncroft survey showing IP-related trends

dominating the responses from broadcast industry employees.

Transitioning to IP:
Requirements
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satellite can’t support, such as localized content and cloud-based flexibility. The

solution should also have the ability to be implemented as an orderly transition,

and within a reasonable timeframe.

Broadcasters and cable networks require these critical distribution

characteristics to transition to IP:

Significant availability

Low, consistent latency

Broadcast-quality transmission

The ability to send to numerous receive sites efficiently and cost effectively

Monitoring and full transport visibility

Integration with existing workflows

–

–

–

–

–

–

Satellite’s reputation for reliability is well-known. There are only a few nodes in

satellite’s video flow path — the uplink, the satellite, and the downlink — which

means the opportunity for error is low. Additionally, a satellite network is typically

managed by a single operator, while its decades of operational experience

enables its actual delivered availability to be extremely high.

A terrestrial network, however, is made up of multiple nodes, each owned and

managed by various third parties. This puts the network at a disadvantage, since

a desired IP solution must provide extreme reliability, without sacrificing low,

predictable, and consistent latency. For example, viewers don’t want to watch a

live program on an unknown delay, only to have moments spoiled by social

media or a text message from a friend.

New IP workflows also require consistent low latency to process channels en-

route and generate slightly different versions at different points in their

distribution. Although the internet provides a successful set of network

protocols that enable global reach and standardization, media delivery has

stringent quality and availability requirements that are not supported by basic

internet architecture. The internet is not a managed network — it only provides a

best effort end-to-end service with no guarantees of reliability or quality. As

packets pass between sources and destinations, they may be lost or delayed

due to congestion, routing anomalies, or physical errors. ISP failures and
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problems at the peering point between different ISPs are additional internet

challenges. Various methods have been developed to improve the internet’s end-

to-end service. However, these solutions are limited and often introduce

significant delay.

As the pervasiveness of IP encourages greater integration and usage in the

broadcast industry, the cost of simultaneous, reliable delivery of IP packets to

multiple destination sites becomes a critical factor. The public internet is

inherently unicast, and the cost and bandwidth requirements for delivering to

multiple locations can escalate rapidly. Even dedicated fiber connectivity and

MPLS solutions struggle when it comes to linear content distribution. These

factors are the principal reason why satellite has endured for so long, despite its

limitations for channel opportunities that IP can provide, such as the ability to

transmit regionalized feeds with inserted, addressable advertising.

The optimal IP solution must also achieve the following to help broadcasters and

cable networks not only maintain their business during the transition, but also

provide them with the capabilities to grow:

Integration with existing systems and workflows

Delivery support of mission-critical content by providing the full set of tools

and interfaces necessary for monitoring and control

Transitional architecture that can seamlessly operate in conjunction

with satellite in the short-to-medium term, before eventually replacing

it altogether

–

–

–

It’s now possible for an IP solution to provide the full set of characteristics that

broadcasters and cable networks require for a smooth transition from satellite to

terrestrial-only distribution. LTN® offers a solution that’s a significant

enhancement over other IP-based distribution alternatives. The solution

matches or exceeds the capabilities of satellite-only networks in the key areas of

availability, low latency, cost, and management and control — while also

LTNWave:
A seamless, reliable,
and trusted choice
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facilitating additional functionality such as localization and regionalization.

Additionally, LTN’s solution enables a phased approach, making it a more viable

transition option for broadcasters and cable networks.

LTN Wave was designed as a comprehensive, IP-based alternative to satellite

distribution, with high reliability and an expansive global reach. Operating on the

proprietary LTN Network, Wave allows broadcasters to access the benefits of IP

distribution, while maintaining existing workflows. Wave also supports integrated

workflow combinations to maximize the revenue-generating potential of content.

LTN’s interoperability and standards-compliant architecture enables Wave to

be compatible with other workflows, vendor’s products, and APIs, for smooth

workflow integration. Broadcasters moving to IP can seamlessly transition

away from satellite, while maintaining the operational benefits of existing, IP-

capable infrastructure.

Figure 3. Broadcaster engagement models delivered over IP by LTN Wave.
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LTN Wave enables multiple workflow components:

Seamless integration with existing IP-capable integrated receiver/decoder

(IRD), network management and monitoring, compression, conditional

access, and affiliate management systems

Automatic, end-to-end detection of interruptions, with seamless failover to

backup and automatic notification of loss of redundancy

Dynamic source switching to control channel selection from a multiplexed

feed to save terrestrial bandwidth

Control via a web application and APIs

Easy to use monitoring interfaces to provide visibility into packet-level

routing, bandwidth (including first/last mile) statistics, video metadata

monitoring, captioning monitoring, and SNMP monitoring integrations for

equipment telemetry

The ability to reach any destination or location, whether through direct

connection to the LTN Network, handoffs with public cloud networks such

as AWS and Azure, or connections to private data centers

Project management for configuration and deployment, including

management of ISP acquisition

Easy access to additional LTN complementary services, including

regionalized advertising, SCTE 35 decoration, transcoding, closed

captioning, and metadata management

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–
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Figure 4. Example of LTN Wave implementation: Transport streams delivered via satellite are also delivered

with Wave as a backup, allowing multiple channels to be received simultaneously — via IP-capable IRD

monitoring integrations — and for dynamic channel selection to occur — via a source-switching API.

At the core of the Wave solution is the LTN Network: an intelligent, state-of-the-

art IP distribution multicast network. The Network can reach any destination or

location, whether through direct internet, broadcaster private network, or public

cloud connections. Broadcasters can transmit and receive channels via

handoffs directly at broadcast facilities, public cloud networks such as AWS and

Azure, and private data centers and networks, including “meet-me rooms.”

The LTNNetwork
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IP solutions that operate across unmanaged networks like the internet can be

unreliable and unpredictable. LTN’s IP solutions ensure a successful migration

from legacy satellite to IP workflows by guaranteeing the same high level of

reliability broadcasters expect with satellite. Unlike satellite’s fixed, end-to-end

bandwidth, the LTN Network is bandwidth flexible, and therefore highly scalable.

The result is that a large number of channels can be carried simultaneously over

the Network, while each channel can be easily and efficiently delivered to an

equally large number of selected receive sites. This capability offers broadcasters

and cable networks an enormous amount of flexibility to regionalize their content.

The LTN Network transports broadcast-quality video from any site or cloud

instance, while automatically and dynamically adjusting all routing, switching, and

error detection/correction/packet retransmission inside a fully managed network

of data centers. LTN maintains direct relationships with multiple interconnected

and redundant Tier 1 ISPs for optimal network connectivity.

Figure 5. Multicarrier overlay network, an intelligent set of patented routing protocols at the heart of the LTN Network.
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At the core of the LTN Network are expertly engineered transport protocols —

known as dynamic multicarrier routing (DMR) and rapid error recovery (RER) —

that transport video at a global scale, with industry-leading reliability metrics.

DMR is an intelligent, state-of-the-art network architecture that leverages

multicarrier Tier 1 overlays to automatically route live media around congestion or

issues in ultra-low latency, and create high-availability, end-to-end connectivity

across the LTN Network.

RER is a proprietary error-correction protocol that continuously probes every

segment of the end-to-end transport path on the Network, to enable rapid loss

recovery in milliseconds. This innovation allows LTN to withstand significant

instances of loss in the internet link, and rapidly recover loss to deliver live media in

industry-leading ultra-low latencies, with virtually no packet loss or jitter.

DMR and RER, together with LTN’s global network infrastructure that has direct

connectivity to many Tier 1 network carriers, enable LTN to deliver consistent

latency by allowing our network to recover quickly and on-time, in the network

segment where an error happens. It also allows our network to route around

possibly congested or problematic areas, in the right place, at the right time.

The LTN Network is built with full monitoring and control capabilities that keep

both broadcasters and LTN’s 24/7 NOC fully informed of the real-time status of

every channel, every site, every link, and every point in a channel’s distribution.

LTN’s expert team, supported by its NOC, works with every broadcaster to

ensure that they have everything they need for complete visibility into their

content distribution — from standard monitoring to fully integrated solutions

within the broadcaster’s NOC environment.

LTN’s monitored service metrics include connectivity, packet loss (before and

after error correction), jitter, latency, and additional transport quality metrics,

from every site to telecom carriers and datacenters on the LTN Network. Any

service-affecting issues automatically alert the broadcaster and the LTN NOC.

Monitoring
and control
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LTN understands a broadcaster’s need to have a control and scheduling interface,

along with web-based data-monitoring dashboards. LTN’s web portal provides

access to real-time status and monitoring information for full-time and occasional-

use feeds. Granular telemetry data about the performance of channels distributed

over the LTN Network give broadcasters the quality metrics they need to maintain

full delivery visibility.

LTN Wave monitoring tools also provide visibility into packet-level routing and

SNMP monitoring integrations, so that equipment telemetry can interoperate with

industry-standard products and services. Wave’s advanced monitoring options

include the ability for broadcasters to monitor video metadata, closed captions,

and transport bandwidth through an easy-to-use web interface. Full LTN

Monitoring & Control (M&C) solutions fully integrate with a broadcaster’s NOC, for

direct monitoring of their channel delivery on the LTN Network, and any additional

existing workflows through other satellite and fiber solutions.

Figure 6. Detailed monitoring dashboards via the LTN Portal.
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Figure 7. LTN Wave monitoring and control options allow for seamless

integration at the control-room level for content transport to multiple destinations.

LTN APIs enable broadcasters to:

Integrate with LTN scheduling, monitoring, and status reporting services

Control, manage, and automate bookings of feeds on the LTN Network for

authenticated and authorized systems and users, from source to endpoints

Directly integrate LTN monitoring and alarm statuses with existing

monitoring systems via API

–

–

–

LTN has a deep sense of accountability and ownership to ensure that every

broadcaster’s workflows stay up and running. Time, expense, and details matter.

We work closely with every broadcaster to set up their IP distribution workflows

and make sure that the process is as quick and efficient as possible.

IP transport is the future of video. Whether you’re deciding on an alternative to

satellite, searching for more expansive business opportunities by leveraging IP

broadcasting, or planning to transition existing infrastructure to cloud-based

workflows for OTT, IP solutions are paving the way for a new era of global

terrestrial delivery. LTN Wave was created to help bridge the gap between

satellite and IP, providing a seamless transition to the revenue-generating future

of IP content distribution, and address the needs of modern media companies.

Conclusion
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LTN® Global is a worldwide leader in video technology solutions for producers and
distributors of broadcast-quality content. Built on the world’s fastest and most
reliable IP multicast network, LTN’s universal media ecosystem unites modular
services and integrates with other leading technologies to bring full-video-chain
workflows, driving scale from creation and acquisition to monetization and delivery.
LTN has been connecting the world with transformative video experiences for
more than 12 years and continues to make content more valuable and relevant to
media organizations and global audiences.
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